
IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
FOR THE NORTHERN DISTRICT OF NEW YORK

ADVANCED FIBER TECHNOLOGIES (AFT) TRUST, )
)

Plaintiff, )
)

v. )
)

J & L FIBER SERVICES, INC., )
)

Derendant. )
)

Jury Trial Demanded

COMPLAINT FOR PATENT INFRINGEMENT

Plaintiff, Advanced Fiber Technologies (AFT) Trust for its Complaint against

Defendant, J & L Fiber Services, Inc. alleges as follows:

PARTIES

1. Plaintiff Advanced Fiber Technologies (AFT) Trust (hereinafter "AFT") is a

Trust organized and existing under the laws of Canada, having its principal place of

operation at 72 Queen Street, Sherbrooke, Quebec, Canada, JIM 2C3.

2. Defendant J&L Fiber Services, Inc. (hereinafter "J&L") is, on information and

belief, a corporation organized and existing under the laws of the State of Wisconsin,

with its principal place of business at 809 Philip Drive, Waukesha, Wisconsin, 53186,

U.S.A.
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JURISDICTION AND VENUE
3. This is an action for patent infringement arising under the patent laws of the

United States as set forth in Title 35 ofthe United States Code Section 271, et seq.

4. The jurisdiction of this Court arises under 28 U.S.C. §§1331 and 1338(a).

5. Venue is proper in this District pursuant to 28 U.S.C. §§1391(b) and (c), and

1400(b).

BACKGROUND
6. Plaintiff, AFT through one or more of its subsidiary companies, manufactures,

markets, offers for sale, and sells, and/or derives revenue from the manufacture,

marketing and sale of, products including pulp screening components for the pulp and

paper industry.

7. Defendant J&L manufactures, markets, offers for sale, and sells products

including pulp screening components for the pulp and paper industry.

8. Upon investigation and information, Defendant J&L has transacted and

continues to transact business in, and regularly has solicited and regularly continues to

solicit business in this judicial district.

9. On AprilS, 1993, United States Letters Patent No. 5,200,072 (hereinafter the

'''072 Patent") (attached hereto as Exhibit "A") directed to Screen Plates and Methods of

Manufacturing was duly and legally issued.

10. The '072 Patent is owned by AFT.

11. On September 12,2003, AFT requested that the United States Patent and

Trademark Office reissue the '072 Patent.
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12. On April 27, 2007, the United States Patent and Trademark Office issued a

Notice of Allowance and Fee(s) Due for the reissue of the '072 Patent, and on May 30,

2007 AFT duly paid the fee for reissue of the '072 Patent. Thus, reissue of the '072

Patent (the "Reissue") has and/or will immenently occur.

13. The claims allowed by the United States Patent and Trademark Office for the

Reissue are identical, for the purposes of35 U.S.C. §252, to the claims of the '072 Patent.

14. Upon investigation and information, Defendant J&L has committed and

continues to commit acts of infringement, as set forth herein, in this judicial district and

elsewhere, by marketing, selling and offering for sale screen cylinders including, but not

necessarily limited to, screen cylinders under the designation V-Max.

CAUSE OF ACTION FOR PATENT INFRINGEMENT

15. Plaintiff AFT realleges each and every allegation set forth in paragraphs 1

through 14 above, and incorporates them herein by reference.

16. Defendant J&L infringes, contributes to and/or induces infringement of, and

continues to infringe, contribute to and/or induce infringement of, the '072 Patent and its

Reissue by making, using, offering for sale and/or selling the screen cylinders including,

but not necessarily limited to, its V-Max screen cylinders.

17. Defendant J&L has been and will continue to infringe one or more claims of

the '072 Patent and its Reissue. Defendant J&L's infringing activities have included, but

may not be limited to, direct infringement, contributory infringement and/or active

inducement of infringement within the meaning of35 U.S.C. §§271(a) through (c), (f)

and (g).
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18. Defendant J&L has committed acts of infringement in disregard of AFT's

rights in the '072 Patent and Reissue Patent.

19. Upon information and belief, Defendant J&L's infringement has been willful,

deliberate and intentional.

20. As a result of Defendant J&L's acts, AFT has been damaged and will

continue to be damaged.

21. Defendant J&L's infringement has damaged AFT in an amount that is

unknown and cannot at the present time be fully ascertained.

22. Unless enjoined by this court, Defendant J&L will continue to infringe AFT's

patent rights causing irreparable injury.

DEMAND FOR JURY TRIAL

Plaintiff AFT hereby demands a trial by jury.

PRAYER FOR RELIEF

WHEREFORE, Plaintiff AFT prays for the entry of judgment from this Court ordering:

a. A preliminary and permanent injunction against Defendant J&L,

and all persons acting in concert or participation therewith, or persons acting or

purporting to act on its behalf, including, but not limited to its officers, directors,

partners, owners, agents, representatives, employees, attorneys, successors, and assigns,

and any and all persons acting in concert or privity therewith, from infringing the '072

Patent and its Reissue as provided in 35 U.S.C. §283;

b. A finding that Defendant J&L has infringed the '072 Patent and its

Reissue;
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c. An award of damages, costs and interest, as a result of Defendant

J&L's acts of infringement;

d. An award to Plaintiff AFT of its damages resulting from the

infringement of the '072 Patent and its Reissue as provided in 35 V.S.C. §284;

e. An award to Plaintiff AFT of treble damages as provided in 35

V.S.C. §284;

f. An award to Plaintiff AFT for its costs in this action together with

reasonable attorney's fees as provided in 35 U.S.C. §285;

g. The recall and destruction of all materials within the control of

Defendant J&L, its agents or distributors which in any way infringe upon the '072 Patent

and its Reissue; and

Such other and further relief against Defendant J&L in favor of Plaintiff AFT that

this court deems just, equitable and proper.

Respectfully submitted

J4t---
Nicholas Mesiti, Esq. Bar Roll No. 102192
Heslin Rothenberg Farley & Mesiti P.C.
5 Columbia Circle
Albany, New York 12203
Telephone: (518) 452-5600
Facsimile: (518) 452-5579

Dated: November Cf, 2007
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EXHIBIT "A"

TO COMPLAINT
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[57] ABSTRAcr
Tbe screen cylinder includes a screening plate having
contoured grooves along an inflow side and a backing
cylinder having a plurality of openings therethrough
and disposed on the outflow side of the screening cylin-
der. Tbe contoured grooves are elongated in the axial
direction and are closely circumferentially spaced one
from the other about the screen cylinder. In one em-
bodiment, circumferentially extending grooves are
formed along the outflow side of the screening cylinder
whereby pulp flows through the contoured grooves
into the recesses and then through the openings of the
backing cylinder. In another embodiment, the recesses
are formed on the inflow side of the backing cylinder,
the screening cylinder being provided with elongated
slots along its outflow side in registry with the con-
toured slots. In this manner, increased flow capacity is
provided. Additionally, the screening cylinder is re-
movable when worn for replacement by a fresh screen-
ing cylinder which may then be secured to the backing
cylinder.

23 Claims, 4 Drawing Sheets

'0"
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FIG. 2

FIG.!
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FIG. 4
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SCREEN PLATES AND METHODS OF
MANUFACI'URE

2
metal are often applied about the screen cylinder to
provide structural strength and these effectively limit
the effective number of openings.
Additionally, screen plates and cylinders used in the

BACKGROUND AND StndMARY OF THE 5 pulp and paper industry are subjected to high wear
INVENTION rates, even with hardened surface treatments, and are

The present invention relates to screen plates, e.g., exposed to corrosive chemicals. In fact, it is not uncom-
screen cylinders and flat screen plates, for use, for exam- mon for plates of this type to completely wear out
pie, in the pulp and paper industry for screening pulps within weeks of their initial use, necessitating replace-
and to methods for their manufacture. 10 ment with wholly new plates. These plates and cylin-
In the formation of paper products from pulp, the ders are quite expensive.

pulp is typically screened such that impurities, such as Therefore, in accordance with the present invention,
sticks, shives and other undesirable pulp constituents, there are provided screen plates for use in the pulp and
are removed. This screening process effectively sepa- paper industry having substantially increased em-
rates the accept and reject portions of the pulp. Screen- 15 ciency, flow capacity, and strength characteristics, as
ing is generally performed using screen cylinders or flat well as reduced manufacturing costs and fabrication
plates, each of whi~h is provided with <?penings.there- times in comparison with prior methods of forming
through for separatmg the accept and reject pomons of similar-type plates. Also, the present invention enables
the pulp. substantially reduced replacement costs of the screen
In many such screens, whether flat or cylindrical, 20 plates when worn whereby the end-user does not need

alternating grooves and ridges are provided in one of to bear the costs of a wholly new screen plate when
the surfaces of the scr~en. For example, see U.S ..pat. replacing the worn plate.
No. 4,.S29!S20. These ndges an~ ~ooves are proVl~ed Particularly, the present invention provides a screen
for adJustmg the flow cha:actenstlcs of the pulp pll;'lsmg25 formed of two separate layers. The first layer comprises
through the screen .. While ~ese grooves and nd~es a screening plate having narrow slots or small apertures
have p;oven to be highly desrrab!e, screens and cylin- and the second layer comprises a backing plate afford-
ders With such. surface co~figuratlons have not hereto- ing the screening plate the necessary structural strength
fore been readily and easily manufactured. For exam- fi . . th ul d .
I h f : I f i f i

. or pressure· screenmg m e p p an paper enVIron-
p e, suc screens are requent y ormed by rrst proVld- t
ing a plurality of openings through a flat metal plate. A 30 men . ., . .
plurality of bars are then secured to the inflow side of For purposes of this .descnptlon, t?e terms mflow and
the plate at longitudinally spaced positions therealong outflow su~aces designate the sld~ of the ~Iates
in parallel alignment one with the other to form the through w~ch the flow enters ~d eXits, respectively.
ridges and the grooves therebetween. In the case of a The terms mflow and outflo~ ~ also refer to other
screen cylinder the bars are secured in a substantially 35 features of the plates he~eof, It bemg un~erstood that
axial direction. Particularly, the bars are conventionally th~ p:ms so designated lie on the respecti~e entry and
welded along their opposite sides to the surface of the eXltsld~ of ~e plate or elements thereof With refere~ce
plate. The fabrication time and, hence, the cost of manu- to the. direction of p~p flow. To form the scr~nmg
facture of screen plates of this type is quite substantial. plate, m accor~ance ~th a first preferred embo(i1m~nt
Additionally, and importantly, the welds on the oppo- 40 of the pr~nt mvention, and preferably for screenmg
site sides of the bars occupy substantial space on the low consistency pulps, the outflow face of a plate, for
surface of the plate. The apertures through the plate are e~ple, a flat. plate, is provided with. rows of grooves
therefore oftentimes blocked by the welds and the num- With parallel ndges or bands of matenal therebetween.
ber of screen apertures, holes or slots, is accordingly The ~dth~f the grooves is many times the width of the
diminished. Welds along the bars also cause stress risers 45 resultmg ndges or bands. Blind grooves are then
in the screen plate which is subject to heavy vibrations ~ormed in the opposite .inflo~ fa~ of the plate. These
caused by high frequency pulses. Stress cracks and inflow grooves extend m a drrection generally normal
premature failures have frequently been observed in to the outflow grooves. These blind inflow grooves are
those areas. Additionally, in screen cylinders, rings are preferably contoured and are formed in the plate to a
frequently secured on the outflow side of the screen SO depth such that the contoured grooves do not open
cylinder to ensure the stiffness, rigidity and structural through the plate, i.e., do not open through the bottoms
strength of the cylinder. Such rings have been secured of the outflow grooves. Slots are then formed through
by welding them circumferential1y about the cylinder the bottoms of the contoured grooves and these slots
whereby the welds block a substantial number of open through the bottoms of the outflow grooves
screening openings decreasing the effective open area 55 thereby establishing communication between the inflow
of the screen and consequently the screening through- and outflow sides of the plate. These slots also extend
put. part way through the ridges or bands of material be-
In conventional screen cylinders, only a limited per- tween the outflow grooves. Thus, on one side of the

centage of the cylinder has screening slots, apertures screening plate, for example, the inflow side, there are
and the like. This limits the flow through the screen and 60 provided generally parallel extending contoured
hence its capacity. It will be appreciated that it is not grooves each preferably having at least one inclined
simply a matter of increasing the number of apertures surface and which contoured grooves communicate
through the screen plate to compensate for such re- with slots formed through the bottoms of the contoured
duced numbers because predetermined spacings be- grooves opening into the outflow grooves on the oppo-
tween the apertures, holes or slots must be maintained 65 site side of the plate. The screening plate can be made of
to avoid the stapling phenomena which clogs the screen metal with the grooves and slots formed by machining,
plate. Also, structural considerations have often been water jets, electric discharge mechanisms or by lasers.
factors limiting screening capacity. Large bands of Additionally, materials other than metal may be uti-
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lized. For example, ceramics may be used because, as screening plate and the inner inflow surface of the back-
will become apparent from the ensuing description, the ing plate. Those grooves also open into the apertures
structural support for the screen plate is provided by a formed in the backing plate. It will be appreciated that
backing plate. the flow capacity of the outflow grooves of the screen-
The backing plate in this first preferred embodiment S ing plate and the apertures in the backing plate are

of the present invention comprises a perforated plate substantially greater than the flow capacity through the
having a plurality of relatively large openings in com- contoured grooves and slots of the screening plate. By
parisen with the slots through the screening plate. The forming the slots and contoured grooves substantially
size and number of the openings is, however, consistent the length of the cylinder, without interruption, sub-
with the requirement that the backing plate structurally 10 stantially increased throughput is provided in compari-
supports the screening plate. son with prior screen cylinders of this type. For exam-
Where a flat screen plate is desired, the two flat plates pIe, in screen cylinders previously manufactured, wide

are registered one with the other, with the backing plate bands of metal conventionally extend in circumferential
disposed along the outflow side of the screening plate and axial directions for purposes of affording structural
and secured one to the other, for example, by welding, IS support to the cylinder. Such bands substantially dimin-
soldering, riveting or adhesives. The backing plate thus ished the flow through capacity of the screen cylinder.
engages the screening plate and forms a structural net- Here, however, the ridges or bands of material between
like supporting structure therefor. the grooves on the outflow side of the screening plate
To form a screen cylinder, the screening plate is pref- are relatively small inasmuch as they do not provide

erably formed initially in a flat conftguration as previ- 20 substantial structural support to the screening plate.
ously described. The plate is then rolled into a cylindri- The accepts essentially flow about the bands or ridges
cal configuration, the inflow contoured grooves prefer-and they effectively do not see the bands or ridges.
ably extending substantially parallel to the axis of the Also, the relatively narrow, circumferential bands are
cylindrical plate and the outflow grooves extending partially recessed in a radial outward direction when
circumferentially about the cylinder. (Of course, the 2S the blind slots are cut between the bases of the con-
inflow contoured grooves may extend circumferentially toured and outflow grooves, thereby effectively elimi-
of the cylinder.) The edges of the screening plate are nating blockage in those areas of the bands and enabling
then secured, for example, by welding to one another to flow around the bands through the slot portions directly
form the screening plate. Where an outflow screen radially in front of the bands.
cylinder is desired, the backing plate is rolled into a 30 As noted previously, the screening plate can be re-
cylindrical shape having an inside diameter slightly placed when worn by breaking the welds or other $C-

smaller than the outside diameter ofthe screening plate. curing means between the backing and screening plates.
The backing plate is then heated to expand it, thereby By machining, or chemical treatment if adhesives are
enabling the cylindrical screening plate to be received used, the worn screening plate may be removed from
within the backing plate. The backing plate is then 3S the backing plate. A new screening plate may then be
heat-shrunk onto the screening plate. The plates are disposed and secured to the backing plate similarly as
then secured one to the other, e.g., by welding, al- previously described. It will be appreciated that the
though shrink-fitting one plate onto the other may be screening plate may be formed of much thinner material
itself sufficient to secure the plates to one another. than screen plates have previously been formed where
With this construction, it will be appreciated that the .4() structural considerations were necessary. Thus, when

stiffness, rigidity and structural strength of the backing the present screening plate has worn to the point where
plate is effectively transmitted to the screening plate. it needs replacement (corresponding to a point where
The ridges on the outflow side of the screening plate the structural integrity of prior screen plates would be
bear against the inflow surface of the backing plate and brought into question or when the contoured grooves
afford support in those areas of the screening plate 4S are no longer effective), the screening plate may be
spanning the outflow grooves in the screening plate. removed from the backing plate and replaced. The COl't
Note that this construction also eliminates the capacity of this replacement with what is, in effect, a substan-
reducing support rings previously required in screen tially wholly new screen plate, is sharply reduced, e.g.,
cylinders of this type, further enabling an increase in approximately halved, in comparison with the cost of a
capacity through an increase in the lengths of the slots SO wholly new screen cylinder. Additional cost savings
and contoured grooves to substantially the full axial may be effected by using different materials for the
length of the screen cylinder. screen plate and backing plate. For example, a lower
In this preferred form of the invention, it will be grade metal may be used for the structural backing plate

appreciated that a substantial increase in capacity or than for the screening plate.
throughput is provided, as well as a capability ofreplac- SS It will also be appreciated that the arrangement of
ing the screening plate, once worn, with a wholly new cylindrical screening and backing plates may be re-
screening plate, without replacing the backing plate. versed where an inflow conftguration is desired. That is,
With respect to the increased capacity, it will be appre- the screening plate may lie radially outwardly of the
elated that the contoured grooves in a screen cylinder backing plate with the contoured grooves on the radi-
of this type may extend substantially the full axial length 60 ally outermost inflow surface of the screening plate.
of the cylinder, i.e., terminate just short of the ends of Furthermore, costs savings are achieved where special
the cylinder. The slots through the base of the con- treatments to the screening plates are used and which
toured grooves, likewise, are substantially coextensive are not required for use on the backing plate. Addition-
in length with the contoured grooves. The contoured ally, the backing plate may be fabricated inexpensively
grooves and slots therefore open into the circumferen- 6S and placed in inventory, while awaiting orders from
tially extending grooves on the outflow side of the customers for particular screen cylinders having partic-
screening plate, i.e., into the annular recesses between ular sized contoured grooves. Thus, upon a customer
the circumferentially grooved outflow surface of the order, the screening plate may be fabricated and fit to
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the inventoried backing plate. Also, increased longevity the screening medium and the backing plate at the inter-
is accomplished in the present invention by m;n;m;7;ng face thereof establishing communication between the
the fatigue factor in the screening plate. Thus, while the respective openings of the screening medium and the
screening plate is subjected to compressive forces dur- backing plate.
ing use, its fatigue factor is greatly reduced because it S In a further preferred embodiment according to the
relies solely on the backing plate for structural support. present invention. there is provided a screen plate for

In another embodiment of the present invention, pref- screening pulp flowing therethrough comprising a con-
erably for screening high consistency pulp and where toured screening medium having a plurality of elon-
an even stronger screening plate is desired. the outflow gated slots therethrough and extending generally paral-
grooves of the screening plate may be formed as inflow 10 lei to one another, a structural backing plate having a
grooves in the backing plate. In this embodiment, the plurality of openings therethrough, with the screening
backing plate may have a plurality of inflow grooves medium and the structural backing plate lying in regis-
formed along its inflow surface. Blind apertures may be tration one with the other and having respective op-
formed into its opposite surface and which open into the posed surfaces in engagement with one another at an
inflow grooves. The screening plate, in this latter em- 15 interface therebetween whereby -the backing plate
bodiment, has a series of contoured grooves formed structurally supports the screening medium. One of the
along its inflow surface. Along its opposite outflow screening medium and the backing plate has a plurality
surface, there is provided a plurality of blind slots in of recesses formed in its opposing surface which open at
registry with the contoured grooves. Slots of reduced the opposing surface of the other of the screening me-
width are provided opening the bottom of the inflow 20 dium and the backing plate at the interface thereof es-
contoured grooves into the outflow grooves and hence tablishing communication between the respective open-
through the outflow surface of the screening plate. The ings of the screening medium and the backing plate,
screening plate and backing plate are then joined simi- whereby pulp may flow sequentially through the con-
larly as described above. in either flat or cylindrical toured slots. the recesses and the openings in the back-
configurations to form the desired flat or cylindrical 25 ing plate.
screen plates. Thus, where a screen cylinder is being In a further preferred embodiment according to the
formed, it will be appreciated that the flow through the present invention, there is provided a method of manu-
axially extending contoured grooves and slots enters the facturing a screening plate for use in a screen plate for
circumferentially extending grooves of the cylindrical pulp, the screen plate being formed of a screening plate
backing plate and passes through its apertures. 30 and a backing plate. the screening plate having first and

In certain applications it is advantageous to angle one second opposite faces, comprising the steps of (a) form-
or both of the side faces of the contoured grooves of the ing openings through the first face and into the body of
screening plate and this can be accomplished simply by the screening plate to terminate within the screening
machining the side faces of the grooves to the appropri- plate body and (b) forming grooves in the second face
ate angles. In this manner, one side of the contoured 35 arranged to expose the openings formed in step (a) so
groove may, for instance, be formed perpendicularly to that the openings extend entirely through the plate, and
its base, while its opposite side is angled away from the leave a plurality of ridges in the second face spaced one
base of the groove. from the other therealong.

It will be also appreciated that the aggregate area of In a further preferred embodiment according to the
the openings through the screening plate is substantially 40 present invention, there is provided a method of manu-
increased in comparison with the aggregate area of the facturlng a screening plate for use in a screen plate for
openings at like spacing provided through similar plates pulp. the screen plate being formed of a screening plate
of the previously described prior art constructions. and a backing plate. the screening plate having first and
Thus, the present invention provides an increase in. second opposite faces, coxnprising the steps of (a) form-
effective screen area of approximately 20 to 80% with 45 ing elongated, substantially parallel. grooves in the first
respect to prior, similarly sized. plates. Further, the face, each groove being contoured and having at least
screen plates of the present invention may be manufac- two side faces and a bottom, (b) forming openings
tured at substantially reduced costs and fabrication through the bottom of the grooves in the first face and
times. into the screening plate to terminate within the screen-

In the description of the invention in the specification SO ing plate short of the second face thereof (c) forming
and claims, the term "openings" will be used through- elongated grooves in the second face of the screening
out. This term is used for convenience only, and is in- plate inclined relative to the longitudinal extent of the
tended to encompass apertures of all shapes and sizes. grooves formed in step (a) and to a depth to expose the
including holes, slots, orifices and passageways. openings formed in step (b) so that the openings extend

In a preferred embodiment according to the present SS entirely through the screening plate, and leave a plural-
invention, there is provided a screen cylinder compris- ity of ridges in the second face spaced one from the
ing a generally cylindrical screening medium having a other therealong and extending in a direction inclined
plurality of openings therethrough, a generally cylindri- relative to the 10D,:optudinalextent of said contoured
ca1 structural backing plate having a plurality of open- grooves. l'
ings therethrough, with the screening medium and the 60 In a further preferred embodiment according to the
structural backing plate lying concentrically one within present invention, there is provided a method of manu-
the other and having respective opposed surfaces in facturing a screen cylinder including a discrete screen-
engagement with one another at an interface therebe- ing plate and a discrete backing plate comprising the
tween whereby the backing plate structurally supports steps. of (a) rolling a backing plate to form a backing
the screening medium. One of the screening medium 6S cylinder, (b) attaching the edges of the backing plate
and the backing plate has a plurality of circumferen- together to form a round cylinder, (c) rolling a screen-
tially extending recesses formed in its opposing surface ing plate to form a screening cylinder, (d) attaching the
and which open at the opposing surface of the other of edges of the screening plate together to form a round
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cylinder, (e) inserting one of the screening cylinder and FIG. 7 is a longitudinal cross-sectional view thereof,
the backing cylinder inside the other of the cylinders with parts broken out for ease of illustration; and
and (I) shrink-fitting the cylinders into engagement one FIG. 8 is an enlarged cross-sectional view thereof
with the other. taken generally about on line 8-8 in FIG. 7.
In a further preferred embodiment according to the 5 DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWING

present invention, there is provided a method of fabri- FIGURES
cating screen cylinders for use in screening pulp and
repairing a worn screen cylinder, comprising the steps R.eference will. now be mad.e in d~ to the present
of forming a screening cylinder having elongated con- pre~err~. embodlDl~nt of the mventi~n, an e~ple of
toured grooves along an inflow side thereof and slots 10 which IS.illustrated m the accompanymg d~~gs.
through the screening cylinder for communicating pulp Referrmg now to FIGS. 2, 3 and 4: there ISillustrated
between inflow and outflow sides of the screening cyl- ~ screen plate pr~uct, general~y desl~ted 10, formed
inder, forming a backing cylinder having a plurality of m accordance W1~ the present mventlOn.and preferably
openings therethrough between inflow and outflow usef~ for screensn~ gener~y low consIStency pulp at
sides thereof, inserting one cylinder within the other 15 lD8X1Dlumhydraulic capacity. Screen plate 10.may be
cylinder, shrink-fitting the cylinders into engagement ~ormed as a fla~ screen ~late or a scr~n cylmder ::
one with the other whereby the backing cylinder struc- illustrated and ~ comprised of two differ~t laye ,
turally supports the screening cylinder and enable flow namely, a scr~g layer/plate 12 and a bac~g lay~r/-
of pulp through the contoured grooves and slots of the plate 14. In the illustrate,d f0I'ID;'the scr~ cylinder.1Sof
screening cylinder and the openings of the backing 20 thuleo~~°trodwtypecedw.hetresnth'~ursnt~ scrfeetbnmg°linpedratlonds,
l i n d b s e d h . P plSm u mo emenoro ecy eran,

cy er, su quent to use an w en worn, remoVIng ts fl thr h th . . th screenm'g
h . l' d f: h b kin l' d Ii accep ow oug e openmgs m e! e screenmg cy m .er ro~ t e ac . g cy In er, onn- plate and backing plate toward the accepts space out-
mg a second screenmg cy~mder ~Vlng elongated con- side the cylinder, as will be described. An inflow screen
toured grooves along an ~flow .Slde thereof and ~lots 25 cylinder is within the scope of the present invention as
~hrough the second ~reenmg cylmder for ~mmumcat- well, wherein the screening plate lies radially out-
mg p~lp between mflow .and o~tflow Sides ther~f, wardly of its backing plate with the flow being radially
engagmg the second screenmg cylinder and the backing inwardly
cylinder one to the other whereby the ~ackin~ cylinder Referring to FIGS. 2 and 3, screening plate 12 in-
structurally supports the second screenmg cylmder and 30 cludes an inlet or outlet surface having a plurality of
enables flow of pulp throug~ the ~ntoured grooves generally axially extending, circumferentially spaced,
~d slots of the ~cond ~reenmg cylinder and the open- preferably contoured grooves 16, deflDing axially ex-
mgs of tht; bac~g. cylmd~r. . tending ridges 18 therebetween. These contoured
. Acc~rdmgly, I~ IS a pnmary. object of the present grooves 16 are fonned to a predetermined depth de-
mvent!~n to prOVide novel ~d IDlproved .scr~n plates 35 fined by the bases 20 of grooves 16. On the opposite
for ~ In the pulp ~d paper Ind~stry havm~ mcreased surface or outflow surface of screening plate 12, there is
e.fficlency ~nd ':8paclty for screenmg p~lp ~th substan- provided a plurality of grooves or recesses 22 which
tlal reductions In co.st and manufactunng time, as well extend perpendicular to contoured grooves 16, i.e.,
as scree? plates which can.be repla~ wh:n worn. at circumferentially about the outflow surface of screen
~ubstant1ally reduced costs m comparISOn With proVld- 40 plate 12. Grooves 22 are blind grooves formed to a
mg a wholly new scr~n plate. predetermined depth short of the bases 20 of contoured
These and further objects and advantages of the pres- grooves 16 and are separated in the axial direction one

ent invention will become more apparent upon refer- from the other by ridges or bands of screening plate
ence to the following specification, appended claims material 24. As illustrated, grooves 22 extend axially
and drawings. 45 many times the axial extent or width of the bands 24.

Screen openings 26 are formed in the bottoms of con-
toured grooves 16 and open through the screening plate
into the recesses or grooves 22. Preferably, openings 26

FIG. 1 is a perspective view with parts broken out are in the form of narrow slots substantially coextensive
illustrating a backing plate forming part of a screen SO in length with contoured grooves 16. Thus, contoured
cylinder constructed in accordance with the present grooves 16 and slots 26 lie at circumferentially spaced
invention; locations about screen cylinder 10 and extend substan-
FIG. 2 is an enlarged, highly exaggerated, fragmen- tially the full length of the screen cylinder in the axial

tary cross-sectional view of a screen cylinder according direction. Ridges 24 defme recesses 22 and are spaced
to the present invention illustrating the juxtaposition of 55 one from the other in an axial direction and extend
the screening plate and backing plate; circumferentially about the cylinder. For purposes of
FIG. 3 is an enlarged cross-sectional view taken gen- improving flow efficiency and capacity, slots 26 are

era1ly about on line 3-3 in FIG. 4; fonned partly into the registering bands 24, as illus-
FIG. 4 is a longitudinal cross-sectional view through trated at 27 in FIG. 2, whereby the base of each slot 26

the surface of the screen cylinder with parts broken out 60 in band 24 lies radially outwardly of the base of grooves
for ease of illustration; 22.
FIG. 5 is a perspective view similar to FIG. 1 illus- In accordance with a preferred method of manufac-

trating a second embodiment of a backing plate for use ture, the screening plate is initially in the form of a flat
in a screen cylinder according to the present invention; plate. Contoured grooves 16 are formed along the in-
FIG. 6 is a fragmentary perspective view illustrating 65 flow surface of the flat screening plate 12 and blind slots

a screen cylinder, including a screening plate and back- 26 are then formed through the bases 20 of the con-
ing plate therefor, according to a second embodiment of toured grooves. The opposite or outflow surface of the
the present invention; flat plate is then grooved in a direction perpendicular to
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the direction of the contoured grooves 16 and slots 26, The most critical measure of the capacity or perror-
the grooves 22 opening into the slots U. Thereafter, the mance of a screen plate is its open area, i.e. the percent-
flat plate is rolled into cylindrical form and welded age of openings with respect to the entire plate area.
along a vertical seam. The sequence of forming the The foregoing described structure is an optimal struc-
groove and slot formations may. be reversed. Sture with regard to both open area and strength. While
Backing plate 14 structurally supports screen plate the open area of the substantially thin screening plate is

12. Backing plate 14 is therefore constructed of a rela- very large when compared to conventional screen
tively thick metal pl~te provided with .ope~gs or aper- plates of this type, for instance the screen plates dis-
tures 28. The. openmgs may be cylmdncal or o~her closed in U.S. Pat. No. 4,529,520, the strength of the
shapes as deslI'ed. and may be punched or drilled 10 screening plate is ensured by engaging the backing plate
throug~. the material. .. on the outflow side of the screening plate. The screen-
A~dltionally, the arrang~ment of the openm~ m the ing plate also has substantially wide and deep grooves

backing plate may compnse any number of ~erent 22 along its outflow surface for receiving the pulp flow-
arrangements. Pref~rably, however, the o~gs are ing through the slots 20.
fo~ed so th~t thelI' centers locate on the apices of 15 As discussed previously, conventional screen plates
equilate.ral tnangles ~herebY the st~~tural s~rength and cylinders employ structural backing ridges/rings
properties of the bac~g pl~te are op~. With ~at arranged on the back side of a screen. These backing
arrange~ent of ope~gs 28, a su~tantially ne~-1ike rings occupy a substantial area of the screen plate. Be-
support~g ~truc~e 15formed. ~t will be apprec18ted cause openings cannot lie in those areas, substantially
that the inside dl8IDeter of backing plate 14 15formed 20 d' .. hed fl 't A typ'ca1 aI Ii th
slightly smaller than the outside diameter of screening I ImmlSgthfth °IWttedC8PaclrtiY.OCCUfSf·d' I V ue orline
plate 12. en. 0 e s 0 po on 0 ~ or Mary screen cy -
To interfit the screening and backing plates one with der.15about 50 to 7~% o~the entirelen~h of the screen

the other, the grooves, slots and openings in the screen- cylinder. The bac~g rmgs and end rmgs attached to
ing and backing plates are formed while the plates lie in 25 both ends of the ~ylinder take the rest, ~Oto 30%, ~f the
a flat configuration. Thereafter, the plates are rolled len~h of the cylinder. ":he sc~een.cylinder o~!his e~-
into cylindrical form and secured, for example, by weld- bodiment of the present ~vent1on 15able to utilIZe.tYPI-
ing, along their adjoining edges. The backing plate is cally 85 to 95% o~the entlI'e ~ength of a screen c~linder
then heated to expand it. When expanded, the screening d.ue to the format~on of continuous.slots on the infl?W
plate is inserted within the expanded backing plate. The 30 ~de of the screeDJJ?-gplate substantiall~ correspo~~mg
backing plate is then cooled to heat-shrink it onto the m l~gth to the axial exte.nt ?f the ~ylinder. Ad~t1on-
outer surface of the screening plate. Additionally, or in ally, mcreased flow c.apaclty 15provldc:cIbecause ndges
the alternative, the screening plate may be cooled and 24 on. the outflow sl~e of .the screenmg plate, corre-
then inserted into the backing plate. In either event, spondmg. to the backing rmgs of an ordmary screen
when the plates reach room temperature, it will be 3S plate/cylinder structure, are so narrow and are recessed
appreciated that because the outside diameter of the back at 27 from the bases of grooves 22 that pulp fibers
screening plate is slightly larger than the inside diameter . ~e a~l~ to pass ridges ~ without any subs~tia1 "throt-
of the backing plate, the plates are rigidly secured one tUng m ~e flow velOCity.The fi~rs easentiall.y do not
to the other. The plates may then be fmally secured to see the ndges 24 because of thelI' narrow WIdth and
one another, e.g., by welding, although rivets, screws, 40 ~~ the sl.otdepth at 27 pe~ts ~bers in the slots 27
adhesives, solders or the like may be used. m regIStry WIth slots U to easily divert the fibers for
Where an inflow cylinder is required, i.e., the screen- passage around the remaining portions of the ridges 24.

ing plate lies on the outside of the backing plate, the After the screen cylinder, that is, the screening plate
inner diameter of the screening plate will be formed portion thereof, is worn to such an extent that it cannot
slightly smaller than the outer diameter of the interior 45 be used efficiently any more, the screening cylinder
backing plate. Thus, after rolling and securing the plates may ~ removed from use and rework~ for further use
into their cylindrical form, the screening cylinder may easentially as a wholly new screen cylinder. To accom-
be heated and the backing cylinder cooled. Once tem- plish this, the screening plate may be removed, e.g., cut
perature-treated, the backing cylinder may be inserted along the welds between it and the backing cylinder,
within the screening cylinder and the plates brought to SO and removed from the latter. The backing cylinder may
room temperature, whereby the plates are heat-shrunk be checked for any necessary modifications or repair. A
one onto the other. new screening plate is then formed and installed within
It will be appreciated that with reference to the out- the previously used backing plate (m the case of an

flow screen cylinder illustrated in FIG. 2, the accepts outflow screen cylinder) or externally about the previ-
portion of the pulp flows radial\y outwardly through 55 ously used backing plate (in the case of an inflow screen
the. screen openings in screening plate 12 and the open- cylinder). Thus, the wholly new screening plate and the
ings in the backing plate to an accepts region outside the previously used backing plate are heat-shrunk onto one
cylinder. The rejects are maintained within the screen another and finally secured, for example, by welding,
cylinder for flow axially outwardly through a cylinder riveting, soldering or gluing, as previously described.
end. More particularly, in the illustrated arrangement, it 60 From the above, it will be appreciated that the back-
will be appreciated that the accepts portion of the pulp ing plate may be reused many times with wholly new
flows through contoured grooves 16, through slots U, screening plates as each screen cylinder becomes worn
into the grooves or recesses 22 along the outflow side of and inefficient. Replacement of the screening cylinder
the screening plate 12 and then through the openings 18 therefore wastes a minimum of material inasmuch as the
of backing plate 14. 65 thicker and heavier backing plate is reused as the struc-
In operation the screen plate in accordance with the tural support for the wholly new screening cylinder and

present invention demonstrates its superior perfor- the screening plate may be formed of substantially re-
mance when compared to the screen plates of prior art. duced thickness.
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Referring now to the second embodiment of a screen Additional welds or other securing means, such as sol-

cylinder constructed in accordance with the present der, rivets or glue, may be provided to secure the
invention, there is illustrated in FIGS. 5-8, a screen screening cylinder and backing cylinder one to the
cylinder, generally designated lOa, preferably useful for other.
screening high consistency pulps where the cylinder is 5 From a review of FIG. 7, it will be appreciated that,
subjected to highly abrasive conditions. Screen cylinder in operation, the accepts portion of the pulp will flow
lOa comprises a screening plate 12.aand a backing plate through the contoured grooves 16a. the slots 26a, slots
14a. It will be appreciated that, in this embodiment,like 30 and into the grooves 40 of the backing plate 14a. The
reference numerals are applied to like parts as in the accepts portion continues its passage through the back-
prior embodiment, followed by the letter reference "a". 10 ing plate via openings 28a to the accepts region on the
In this embodiment, the screening plate 12.aincludes an external side of the screening cylinder. It will be appre-
inlet or inflow surface having a plurality of generally ciated that in this form of the screen cylinder, the
BJtiaJlyextending, circumferentially spaced, preferably grooves 40 and openings 28a of the backing plate are
contoured grooves 16a. Grooves 16a. as in the previous very similar in function to tbe grooves 22 of the screen-
embodiment, defme ridges 18a therebetween. As in the 15 ing plate and the openings 28 of the backing plate in the
prior embodiment, each contoured groove 160 is previous embodiment. That is, the areas of the grooves
formed to a predetermined deptb defined by the base 40 and apertures 28a are larger than the aggregate area
20a of groove 16a. On the opposite or outflow side of of the slots 26a and arc thus able to efficiently receive
screening plate 12a, tbere is provided a plurality of slots all of the accepts portion of the flow from the slots 26a.
30 which are substantially coextensive in length with 20 Similarly as in the previous embodiment, improved
the contoured grooves 160. lie in registration with the capacity for flow through the plate is provided. Addi-
contoured grooves 160 and arc formed to a depth short tionally, the screening plate 12.a may be removed, when
of the bases ZOoof contoured grooves 16a. Slots 30 are worn, from the backing plate 1411by breaking the welds
thus formed as blind slots to a predetermined depth or other securing means between the screening and
short of the bases ZOoof the contoured grooves 16a. 25 backing cylinders and removing the screening plate
Screen openings 26a are formed in the bottoms ZOoof from the backing plate. A wholly new screening plate
contoured grooves 160 and open grooves 160 into the may then be secured to the backing plate in the manner
slots 30. Preferably, the slots 26a are substantially coex- previously described.
tensive in length with the contoured grooves 160 and It will be appreciated that in both embodiments of the
slots 30. Thus, contoured grooves 160, slots 26a and 30 present invention the screening plate may be heat-
slots 30 lie in radial registration each with the other, are treated in a conventional manner to harden the metal.
circumferentially spaced one from the other about Also, the screening plate may be provided with a coat-
screen cylinder lOa and lie in circumferentially spaced ing layer on its screening side, for example, by treating
axially extending arrays or sets thereof spaced axially the surface by a laser or plating the surface with chro-
one from the other by an intervening circumferentially 35 mium, nickel and the like. While the screening plate is
extending band 32. As in the previous embodiment, the preferably formed of steel, other materials may be used,
preferred method of manufacture of screening plate 12.a such as a ceramic. Also, a wedgewire screening plate
is to initially provide a flat plate, thereafter form the may be used.
contoured grooves 160, slots 30 and 26a, and roll the A comparison of the performance characteristics of a
grooved and slotted flat plates into cylindrical form, 40 conventional screen cylinder is made below with re-
welding the edges one to the other. spect to low and high consistency screen cylinders of
Backing plate 140, similarly as in the previous em- the embodiments illustrated in FIGS. 1-4 and 5-8, re-

bodiment, is formed of a structural material. When the spectively, in each of two different cylinder configura-
backing plate is in a flat form, grooves 40 are formed tions. In the first Table AI, each cylinder has a height
along one face, i.e, the inflow surface thereof, and in a 45 and diameter of 1042.8 mm and 1066.88 mm, respec-
direction such that, when the backing plate and screen- tively, a slot width ofO.S mm and a slot pitch of 3.2 mm
ing plate form a screen cylinder, the grooves 40 will (i.e., a centerline-to-ccnterline distance of 3.2 mm).
extend about the backing plate in a circumferential TABLE Al
direction and lie axially spaced one from the other. --------..;;.; ..•••---------
Blind holes 28a are then formed through the flat back- 50 FI~~ FI~8
ing plate from the opposite or outflow side thereof to Conv.

open into the grooves 40. As in the prior embodiment, ~:. ~f::'!lows ~i20(I:~ ~;
the openings may be cylindrical or other shapes, as No. of Sioa per )low 1040 1040 1040
desired, and may be punched or drilled through the AmI Slot Leqth [1IlDl] 504 940 676
material. Blind boles are used so that the material of the 55 ToW No. of Slots 12480 48880 m20
backing plate in the area of the ridges 42 formed be- :::::: g::= [~i ,,~u,:, I~::~Ig:~~
tween the grooves 40 is not removed. Preferably, the Improvement over Coaveutiollal [%1. . 82% 31%
openings are formed so that their centers locate in the
apices of equilateral triangles whereby the structural .,
strength properties of the backing plate are optimized. 60 In.Table A2 below, each cylinder has a ~l8D1eterand
Thus, a substantially structural net-like structure is a ~C1ght of S08 mm and 546.m.m, respectively, a slot
formed. The flat backing plate may then be rolled into WIdth of 0.2 mm and a slot pitch of 3.6 mm.
cylindrical form. For outflow screen cylinders as illus- TABLE A2
trated, the outer diameter of the screening cylinder is
slightly larger than the inner diameter of the backing 65
plate. In this manner, once the screening plate and back-
ing plate are rolled into cylinders, the cylinders may be
heat·shrunk one onto the other, as previously described.
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TABLEB
Conventional FIGS. 1-4

0.340 0.200 (59%)
3.23 0.10 (3%)

TABLE A2-continued

Deformation (mm)

Radial
Tangential

14
a generally cylindrical screening medium having a
plurality of openings therethrough;

a generally cylindrical structural backing plate for
structurally supporting said screening medium and
having a plurality of openings therethrough; and

said screening medium and said structural backing
plate lying concentrically one within the other and
having respective opposed surfaces in engagement
with one another at an interface therebetween

From these tables, it will be appreciated that the 10 whereby said backing plate structurally supports
said screening medium;

effective open area of both screen cylinders of the em- one of said screening medium and said backing plate
bodiments hereof illustrated in FIGS. 1-4 and 5-8, re- having a plurality of circumferentially extending
spectively, have substantially increased hydraulic ca- recesses formed in its opposing surface and opening
pacity in comparison with a correspondingly sized con- 15 at the opposing surface of the other of said screen-
ventional cylinder with identically contoured slots. ing medium and said backing plate at the interface
This is evident, for example, from the increases in effec- thereof establishing communication between the
tive open area ofthe slots of the screen cylinders hereof respective openings of said screening medium and
and particularly the substantial increase in open area of said backing plate;
the cylinder of FIGS. 1-4 preferably used for low con- 20 a plurality of axially spaced projections spaced one
sistency pulps. from the other in the axial direction defining said
The following Table B represents a comparison of the recesses and projecting radially from one of said

strength of the cylinders hereof and a conventional screening medium and said backing plate at said
cylinder of the same dimensions, slot width and pitch. interface;
Particularly the strength is given in terms of the defor- 25 the openings in said screening medium being elon-
mation of a ridge between the slots in directions radially gated and extending in a generally axial direction
outwardly or inwardly and tangential of the screen substantially normal to the circumferential extent
cylinder, respectively, in response to a force applied of said recesses.
radially from within or from outside the cylinder. In 2. A screen cylinder according to claim 1including
this example, the force applied is 100 kPa and 100% 30 means for releasably connecting said screening medium
perfect contact between the inner and outer screen and said backing ~late one to ~e other. . .
members is assumed. 3. A screen cylmder accordmg to chum 2 wherem

said connecting means includes welding said screening
medium and said backing plate to one another.

3S 4. A screen cylinder according to claim 2 wherein
said connecting means includes gluing said screen me-
dium and said backing plate one to the other.
5. A screen cylinder according to claim 2 wherein

Thus, the deformation of the present cylinders is said .connectin~ m~ includes soldering said screen
much less than in the conventional cylinders and is 40 medium and SaId ~acking plate .one to th~ other. .
considerably less in the high strength cylinder of FIGS. ~. A screen cylinder ~rdmg to cl~ 1wher~m
5-8 which is used preferably for screening high consis- SaId:ecesses are formed m the surface of SaIdscreemng
tency pulp. The overall strength of both embodiments m~t~·· Iind din t laim 6' 1 d'
of cylinders hereof is therefore substantially increased 45 . 'ts tiscr~n cYbl er acco~ g.:~eeningm~~i=
in comparison with a conventionally formed cylinder of nvdesaid°rbrekin~ YIteconnectothgSaleother
h .. h'd 'cal I 'd h d 'tch an ac g p a one .t e ~e' sIZeWit .1 enti s ot Wl tan. pi . 8. A screen cylinder according to claim 1wherein
It will be a~pr~lated that, by t~e foregomg desc~'bed said recesses extend axially at least plural times the axial

method, .fabncatlo~ costs. and time:s are substantiallr extent of said projections, said openings in said screen-
reduced m .comp~~ Wlth the. pnor methods preVl- SO ing medium having an extent sufficient to span in the
ously descnbed. Additionally, this method enables ap- axial direction two or more recesses.
proximately 20% to 80% greater effective screen arc:a 9. A screen cylinder according to claim 1wherein
than afforded by screen plates manufactured by preVl- said recesses are formed in the surface of said backing
ous methods, while .s~ultaneous~y affording incr~ .plate.
strength. The capability of replacmg only the screemng 5S 10. A screen plate for screening pulp flowing there-
plate portion of the screen cylinder whereby screen through comprising:
cylinder replacement costs is also afforded, together a screening medium having a plurality of slots there-
with the foregoing noted advantages. through and extending generally parallel to one
While the invention has been described in connection another, said slots having contOured portions on an

with what is presently considered to be the most practi- 60 inflow side of said screening medium; .
cal and preferred embodiment, it is to be understood a structural backing plate having a plurality of open-
that the invention is not to be limited to the disclosed ings therethrough;
embodiment, but on the contrary, is intended to cover said screening medium and said structural backing
various modifications and equivalent arrangements in- plate lying in registration one with the other and
eluded within the spirit and scope of the appended 65 having 'respective opposed surfaces in engagement
claims. with one another at an interface therebetween
What is claimed is: whereby said backing plate structurally supports
1. A screen cylinder comprising: said screening medium;

Axi.aI Slot Length [mm]
Total No, of Slots
Effective Open Area [m2]
Effective Open Area [%]
Improvement over Conventional [%]
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one of said screening medium and said backing plate screening medium and then through said openings of
having a plurality of recesses formed in its oppos- said backing plate,
ing surface and opening at the opposite surface of 15, A screen cylinder according to claim 10 including
the other of said screening medium and said back- means for releasably connecting said cylindrical screen-
ing plate at the interface thereof establishing com. S ing and said backing cylinder one to the other,
munication between the openings of said backing 16. A screen plate according to claim 10 wherein said
plate and said slots of said screening medium; recesses are formed in the opposing surface of said

whereby pulp may flow sequentially through said slots, screening medium, , , "
said recesses and said openings in said backing plate. 17. A screen plate,accordmg to cl~ 10 wh~rem wd
11, A screen plate according to claim 10 wherein said 10 recesses are formed m the surfa';C of wd backing plat.e.

screening medium and said backing plate are cylindrical 18. ~ method of ~ufactu~g a screen for use m
and lie one within the other, said recesses extending ~reenmg for pulp, 5I!1d screen be~g form~ ora screen-
, fi t'all d b tanti'all . te ted! mg plate and a backing plate, wd screenmg plate hav-CU'cumeren I y an su s y unm rrup y , . '~ "he
b o t 'd f 'd ' ed' d 'd back mg first and second OpposIte laces, compnsmg t steps
a u w one 0 w screenmg m IUman w - IS f'
~g plate, said sl~ts ~ sai~ scree~g m~~ extending 0 (8) forming elongated, substantially parallel, grooves
~ a generally 8Xlald~ection and,m a dtteCtion ,substan- in said first face each groove having a side face and
tially normal to the clfcumferential extent of wd reces- a bottom; ,
ses, . ' , , (b) forming openings through the bottom of the
.U. A screen cylmder accor~mg to claim l1,wherem 20 grooves in said first face and into the screening

S81dsJ~ts hav~ an exte?t s~clent t~ s~, ~ntinuously plate to terminate within the screening plate short
and Wlthout mterruptlon, m the axial dlfectlon two or of said second face thereof;
more recesses" . , , (c) forming elongated grooves in the second face of
,13,A ,scrc:encylmde~ accord~g to claim 11 wherem said screening plate inclined relative to the longitu-

S81dcylmdncal ,,?reenmg me~lUm has elong~ted out- 2S dinal extent of the grooves formed in step (a) and to
~ow slo~sfo~ed I~ the o?posm~ surf~ce of wd screen· 8depth to expose the openings formed in step (b) so
mg ~edlum m radIal ~egJstry Wlth ~d contom:ed slot that the openings extend .entirely through said
portions and substantially coextensIve thereWlth, re- screening plate and leave a plurality of ridges in
duced ~lots in registry with said contou~ed .slot portions the second fa~ spaced one from the other there-
and wd ,outflow slots an~ commUnlcatmg ther~be- 30 along and extending in a direction inclined relative
tween, saId recesses and S81dcontoured slot portions to the longitudinal extent of said grooves.
being formed on the inflow sides of said backing plate 19, A method according to claim 18 wherein said
and said cylindrical screening medium, respectively, screening plate is formed of metal,
whereby pulp may flow sequentially through said con- 20, A metbod according to claim 19 including, subse-
toured slot portions, said reduced slots and said outflow 3S quent to steps (a), (b) and (c), bardening or plating the
slots of said screening medium and then through said metal of said scre·:ning plate.
recesses and said openings of said backing plate, 21. A method according to claim 18 wherein said
14, A screen cylinder according to claim 11 wberein screening plate is formed of a ceramic.

said cylindrical screening medium has reduced slots in 22, A method according to claim 18 including ma-
registry with said contoured slot portions and in com- 40 cbining the frrst face of the screening layer to form
munication therewith, said contoured slot portions and ridges flat on one side and angled on tbe opposite side,
said recesses being formed on inflow and outflow sides 23, A metbod according to claim 18 including the
of said Screening medium, respectively, whereby pulp step of forming the screening plate into a cylindrical
may flow sequentially through said contoured slot por- sbape to form a metal screen cylinder,
tions, said reduced slots, and said recesses of said 4S • • • • •

so

5S

60

6S
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